Donate Miles to the National Revolution Tour Travel Fund

The National Get Organized for an ACTUAL Revolution Tour is spreading revolution around the country—from LA, to Chicago, to NYC and beyond—disturbing the air and taking out its message: “You Think You’re Woke…But You’re Sleepwalking Through a Nightmare—This System Cannot Be Reformed, It Must Be Overthrown.”

Donations of airline miles are a vital way to support the National Get Organized for an ACTUAL Revolution Tour, enabling Tour members to travel to the places where things are the sharpest and where they are most needed.

Racist graffiti on a campus in NY, fascist Ann Coulter speaking at UC Berkeley, a reenactment in Louisiana of the largest slave uprising in history, trials of Tour members and other protesters facing unjust charges for resisting fascism—it is essential that the Tour be there, bringing into the heart of these events its revolutionary fighting spirit and scientific approach to building a movement for revolution. A great deal of travel is needed for these revolutionaries to be able to take on the challenges of these times.

If you have unused airline miles send an email to: tourmilestogofar@gmail.com

Please let us know how many miles you are donating, on which airline, and the best way you can be reached. A representative will contact you to make the connection between your donation of miles and a Tour member who needs to travel.